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Introduction to Renee Melnyk: https://vimeo.com/819905389?share=copy

Meet Renee - a highly skilled and experienced Master Electrician who has dedicated her career to the electrical trade
since completing the Women Building Futures program in Alberta in March of 2006. With 17+ years of experience
working in both the Commercial and Industrial sectors, Renee's exceptional skills in supervision and leadership have
made her an asset to any team she works with.

Renee began her journey with Stuart Olson (Laird) in May of 2014 and quickly rose through the ranks, taking on
various supervisory positions along the way. She held a supervisor position at FFT Syncrude from August 2014 until
August 2015, before transferring to Suncor in August 2015. She was offered another supervisory position there for
the U2 Major (5y) shutdown in the Spring of 2016.

Throughout her time with Stuart Olson, Renee has consistently demonstrated her proficiency as a leader and
supervisor. In addition, she possesses the qualities necessary to drive a crew toward maximum productivity while
maintaining a high safety standard. From her time on the tools to her tenure as a foreperson and general foreperson,
Renee has always done the necessary prep work to ensure a job goes smoothly and provides her crew with valuable
information to maintain the highest performance standards.

Renee's dedication to her craft and passion for leadership has led her to take on her first GF position at Stuart Olson
in the Spring of 2021 and once again set up in the Spring of 2022, a position she has held since. Moreover to being a
Master Electrician, Renee obtained her occupational certificate for Industrial Construction Crew Supervisor (ICCS) in
May 2016 after completing the Better Supervision and
Leadership for Safety Excellence course.

In addition to her impressive credentials, Renee is a proven
team player with a collaborative approach to her job. She is
always willing to lend a helping hand to others in their
understanding and execution of work tasks. Outside of
work, Renee takes pride in her community, and was born
and raised in Sherwood Park, AB.

Her continued education and training show Renee's
commitment to leadership and excellence. By passing on
this knowledge through the mentorship of forepersons,
journeypersons, and apprentices working under her
supervision, Renee is dedicated to becoming the best
leader possible.

As the hazardous energy isolation resource for Stuart
Olson, Renee has implemented many innovative ideas to
improve the flow and visibility of the isolation process to
ensure a thorough understanding of expectations. This
ingenuity and innovation have contributed to her
reputation as a forward-thinking and proactive leader.

https://vimeo.com/819905389?share=copy
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Renee's participation in health and safety is integral to the company's commitment to providing information and
enforcing safety rules with workers. She actively contributes to safety meetings and toolbox talks, encourages open
dialogue among workers, and maintains an approachable demeanour for all workers in the field. In addition, her
extensive knowledge of the company's safety policies and rules enables her to provide valuable feedback at toolbox
talks and ensure the safety of all workers. Renee also serves as an HEI representative on Suncor's Control of
Hazardous Energy safety committee.

Renee's impressive credentials, dedication to leadership and excellence, collaborative approach to her job, and
commitment to health and safety make her a valuable asset to any team she works with.
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Stuart Olson Industrial Projects Inc.

Insert Applicable Photo Here

Project Role
 Suncor Base Plant – EHT GF and HEI Coordinator

Qualifications
 Master JP Electrician, Interprovincial Red Seal Electrician Certification

 Stuart Olson Industrial Supervisor Training

 Better Supervision Training, Leadership for Safety Excellence (LSE)

 Industrial Construction Crew Supervisor (AIT ICCS Certification)

 Fall Protection Training

 Confined Space Entry and Monitoring Training

 Elevated Work Platform Training

 Permit Receiver Training

 CSA Z462 - Arc Flash Training

 QC Field Inspection

 CHE - Isolation and Lockout Training and Member on the Client Committee

 Altalink Utility Worker Certification - Substations

Renee Melnyk
Electrician GF – EHT HEI



Stuart Olson Industrial Projects Inc.

Profile
18 Years of experience in commercial, industrial construction, and maintenance Electrical trade in Alberta. Employed with
Stuart Olson Industrial Group of companies from 2014 to present.

 Nov 2005 to Feb 2006 – Women Building Futures - Trades Program

 Feb 2006 to Mar 2010 – Charger Installations, Edmonton AB

 Mar 2010 to Jul 2010 – Canpo Electric Ltd., Edmonton AB

 Aug 2010 to Mar 2014 – MCL Power, Edmonton AB

 May 2014 to Aug 2015 – Laird Electric, FTT Syncrude, Fort McMurray AB

 Aug 2015 to present date at Stuart Olson Industrial Projects - Suncor Baseplant, Fort McMurray AB
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Schedule and Budget

Renee is a highly skilled and experienced team player who plays a critical role in schedule and budget
management. With her productivity, commitment to quality work, collaboration, leadership, ingenuity, and
dedication to health and safety, she has consistently demonstrated her ability to optimize processes and play a
key role in achieving project success.

One of the key areas in which Renee excels is task optimization. Not only does she have a unique ability to drive
a crew to be it's most productive, but she is also able to see the big picture of multiple trade disciplines and
optimize task lists to be completed in the most efficient sequence possible.

Having a comprehensive knowledge base of overall Turnaround activities and schedule milestones, Renee can
present strategies that enable safe and seamless interaction of all trades. This helps all to avoid negative
schedule impacts that may otherwise occur due to conflicting trade activities in a common area.

An example of Renee's involvement and the schedule and budgetary aspect of her work is seen below with
facilitating a composite E&I, Insulation, Piping and Mechanical approach to scheduled work fronts. During 2022
Renee led the charge of this initiative and put it on display. You will also find real-world results of Renee's field
execution strategy bringing value to the client. It's examples such as these that remind our clients why they pay
the higher premium for world-class tradespeople such as Renee - signatory to the GPMA/GPMC.

Composite Crews Example:

Cost Savings of 9% based on the composite crew approach, reduction of 112 hours to the schedule and direct
savings to the client of $18,144.00
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"Out with the old valve - in with the new way of doing business. Observe our composite team approach in
action, improving schedule and turnover by eliminating external IDRs. Thanks to Vijay Gahin, Renee Melnyk,
Wayne Pinhorn and crew for the great work on TA to date!"– James Andrychuk, Construction Manager, Stuart
Olson
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2022 Fall TA Event, Renee Melnyk - Schedule Optimization, positive Earned value in all three Business Units.

 SPI variance from 0.96 to 1.00, indicating excellent earned value by optimizing resources and scheduling.
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2022 Spring TA Event EHT, Renee Melnyk - Execution Productivity results, >100%

Realized savings overall to the client $407,788.00 Prework Optimization, Pre-TA Field walk downs resulting in
reduced rework, conflicting work fronts and seamless TA execution.
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Productivity

Renee's productivity is evident through her effective field presence and her ability to mentor and support less
experienced co-workers. With her deep understanding of the work and the workflow, Renee is able to guide and
mentor her team members to execute tasks safely and efficiently. Her leadership style is centred on leading by
example, and she works closely with other team members to ensure everyone understands the requirements and
the necessary skill sets to complete the task at hand.

With her excellent communication skills, Renee also offers feedback to her supervisors for workforce movements as
needed, maximizing productivity by ensuring the right people are on the right task at the right time. Her dedication
to effective communication and leadership has earned her the respect and admiration of her team members, who
often seek her guidance and support.

In addition to mentoring and leading by example, Renee is also an excellent communicator, always seeking to
provide suggestions or strategies to lead to a more efficient path for task completion. This approach has been
successful, with Renee presenting optimization initiatives during previous Turnaround events. Renee's understanding
of the requirements led to the adoption of her initiatives, resulting in significant savings in both cost and time.

Renee's productivity is a testament to her exceptional leadership skills and deep understanding of the work and
workflow. Through her commitment to mentoring and effective communication, she has helped her team members
achieve success. She plays a key role in optimizing tasks, resulting in significant savings for the company. Her ability
to lead by example, communicate effectively, and provide feedback to her supervisors make her an invaluable
member of the team. In later sections in you will find how Renee’s Ingenuity and Innovation tie back to Productivity.
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2022 Fall TA Example – Although the overall Turnaround was far behind schedule (hundreds of hours), Renee and
her team maintained a positive Productivity of 1.02, a testament to her Ingenuity of implementing blanket
permits, organizational skills and productivity.
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In 2022, Renee conducted a thorough review of our longstanding EHT isolation procedure for turnaround and
successfully optimized the process by eliminating redundant Isolator and Verifier steps that were not required and
no longer part of the latest Client site isolation standard. As a result, Stuart Olson revised the procedure while
maintaining the same level of safety and compliance. This optimization also led to an increase in the productivity
and efficiency of tasks.
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Cost Efficiencies

The execution strategy for Pre-Work Optimization developed by Renee, as discussed previously, is an
outstanding example of an initiative that resulted in thousands of dollars in savings for the customer and
substantial schedule time savings on the next turnaround.

Renee's effort to reach out to the planning group and question the foreseen duplication of tasks is yet another
example of her drive to seek efficiencies and foster collaboration. This effort led to significant savings for the
Client as well.

Renee's continued focus on the manner in which crews undertake their work, and her dedication to seeking safe
and effective execution strategies, consistently leads to positive impacts on both the schedule and cost of the
project.

The Example shared below demonstrates;
 $96,793.00 in cost savings passed to our Client due to managing resources and how they are

reallocated.
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An example of Renee's feedback to the Construction Manager and Client, further improving cost efficiency with
the Client is the reduction of E&I wasted effort. She provided insightful feedback that resulted in a streamlined
process for Steam & Drain and Perimeter Blinding planning, minimizing unnecessary costs and ensuring that
Operations Resources were utilized effectively. This not only enhanced productivity but also strengthened the
relationship between the Client and Stuart Olson, demonstrating Renee's commitment to delivering exceptional
service:
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Quality

Renee's experience and knowledge in the trade are not limited to just general plant work but also extend to the
critical areas of isolations and lockouts. She profoundly understands hazardous isolation requirements of various
sources and voltages, methods of Electrical heat trace rollbacks, reinstallations, and repairs, ensuring that all work
related to these areas complies with site standards and specifications.

As a supervisor, Renee takes her role seriously and constantly ensures that her team maintains high-quality
standards while working. She communicates effectively with her crew regarding the necessary detail specifications
and trade standards, and her constant presence in the field is greatly valued.

Renee's approach to leadership is highly hands-on, and she is always willing to work closely with her team to ensure
that the job is done right. In addition, her constant supervision and mentorship of less experienced workers enable
them to learn the best trade practices and avoid mistakes that could result in rework.

Renee's exceptional leadership skills and dedication to quality are evident in the fact that she consistently delivers
projects with zero rework. Additionally, her ability to navigate challenging situations highlights her leadership skills
and commitment to ensuring all work is executed safely and efficiently.

Examples of the quality of Renee's work:
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Collaboration and Teamwork

Renee is an integral part of the TA team here at the base plant, having started as a craft tradesperson before moving
up to her current role. Her infectious positive attitude continues to solidify the cohesive working relationships that
are necessary between all trades during turnaround events.

Renee is proactive and approachable and always maintains a professional demeanour. She has earned the respect of
members of all trade groups on the site through positive interactions and collaboration. She always looks out for
others with field interventions and a focus on safety.

Whenever Renee sees something that doesn't look right, whether related to insulation or any other aspect of the
work, she owns it and intervenes, regardless of whether it's outside her trade or company. She is not afraid to stop
an unsafe act or situation and will ensure that she brings it up with the appropriate supervision overseeing the
individual. This allows the supervisor to get the information out to others on the crew to prevent a recurrence of the
issue.

Renee's coaching and teamwork skills make her an asset not only to the electrical team but to everyone on the site,
as she looks out for all workers daily. The respect she commands from all those she interacts with is a testament to
her commitment to collaboration and teamwork.
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An example of effective client feedback and communication is demonstrated by Renee's clear and concise updates
delivered in a positive tone.
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An example of Renee taking initiative when she developed a comprehensive EHT tracker in collaboration with the
E&I Turnaround lead and Operations to maintain the TA schedule:
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An example of the camaraderie that developed between Renee and the client was their direct line of
communication and collaboration with the Client Execution Lead:
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In the early months of 2022, Renee played an instrumental role in developing a new EHT playbook. Below are
some excerpts from the EHT mentorship PowerPoints that Renee assisted the Stuart Olson leadership team with:
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Example of Renee engaged in Mentorship: https://vimeo.com/819890267/0b71ab130d?share=copy

Renee Mentorship and Coaching - EHT Playbook and Signoff

https://vimeo.com/819890267/0b71ab130d?share=copy
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Health and Safety

Renee effectively manages toolbox talks and is always quick to provide field coaching or interventions as needed to keep
others safe. She intervenes swiftly to stop any perceived unsafe act or to question any activity that may be unsafe, regardless
of the trade involved. A good example of this was when she stopped turnaround pipefitters who were about to leave the unit
with their propane bottles connected. She asked them to return and safely secure their work area before leaving. The
workers agreed, and Renee approached their supervision to advise that she had stopped the workers and asked for the other
trade to pass the message along to the broader group as a good reminder. Renee was recognized for her good-catch and
positive field intervention in looking out for the workers through intervention.

Renee always sets up her work with a core
value of safety. She ensures that her teams
have all they need concerning knowledge of
scope, understanding of permitting and area
safety expectations, proper tools, and trade
experience to execute the work safely. As a
result, Renee and her crews have not
exerienced any incidents, demonstrating her
diligence and leadership competency in setting
her crews up for success with attention to
detail.

Renee is a competent and dedicated safety
leader who prioritizes the safety and well-
being of her team above all else. Moreover, she consistently demonstrates her commitment to the Stuart Olson Culture, a
culture of caring in which every individual feels responsible for looking out for the safety and well-being of their colleagues.

At the start of each day, Renee conducts a toolbox meeting with her team, during which she provides them with the
necessary working packages and any relevant notes from the night shift. Additionally, she highlights the risks associated with
the day's tasks and ensures that all the required controls are established and organized. This is a key portion of how she has
been successful eliminating potential incidents under her leadership. Setting work up and preparing for safe work.

For example, when the day involves installing heat trace in a sump, Renee ensured that all workers assigned to the task are
qualified, knowledgeable, and skilled enough to complete it safely. She also ensured that the confined space entry/exit
protocol is followed correctly, provides specialized personal protective equipment (such as Rubber boots and Tyvek suits),
and creates an adequate emergency plan to share with all concerned operatives.

Similarly, when performing work at heights, Renee ensures that her crew is trained in fall protection and develops a fall
protection plan in collaboration with the team. Furthermore, she provides all necessary equipment and inspects it
thoroughly before using it.

At the end of each day, Renee holds a Close-Out Meeting with her team to review the completed tasks, identify
accomplishments and areas for improvement, plan the work for the following day, and determine what preparations are
required to complete the assignment safely the next morning.

Example of Renee Leading a Toolbox Talk Meeting: https://vimeo.com/819879403/224317b639?share=copy

https://vimeo.com/819879403/224317b639?share=copy
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Renee firmly believes that creating a psychologically safe and motivated work environment is critical to the success of the
team and the prevention of incidents. She consistently keeps staff engaged by acknowledging their hard work and
dedication, offering them opportunities to suggest ideas and share their knowledge and experiences, all while creating a
sense of ownership within the team. By doing so, Renee fosters a culture where everyone feels valued and comfortable
speaking up, promoting an environment of trust and collaboration that leads to a more productive and safer workplace. She
demonstrates visible and engaged leadership and creating a culture where safety is expected benchmark of exectation and
met with compliance, can-do attitudes for problem solving and hazard management.

Renee's words: "One good quality I think I have as a leader is never letting ego get in the way of doing my job and recognizing
what others bring to the table no matter their position. Nobody's opinion means more than another, and I'm always
promoting open communication and welcoming insight or new and improved ways to execute a job. Just because I'm in a
supervisory role does not mean I know everything. I keep an open mind and recognize there is always something new to
learn."

Moreover, Renee holds the belief that assembling the appropriate team members can have a substantial impact on safe and
efficient production. For this reason, she emphasizes ensuring that the team members are cohesive and clearly understand
one another to enhance team spirit, reduce frustration, and ultimately prevent conflicts and incidents.

Renee serves as a supervisor who consistently exceeds the expectations of her role in the company. She actively participates
in the behavioural-based observation program, takes prompt action to control unsafe situations, and guides her colleagues in
executing tasks safely when an unsafe act is identified. Renee also regularly inspects her work area to maintain a safe
environment and proactively addresses any shortcomings to prevent unwanted events.

Observations and Inspections:
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Pictures of Isolations and Lockouts competency station utilized for assessments and Lockouts training:
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Leadership

Renee is a skilled leader who believes that the key to success is creating a safe and supportive environment that
fosters teamwork and encourages open communication. She understands that psychological safety and motivation
are essential for team performance and incident prevention, and she
constantly keeps her workers engaged by praising their good work,
offering them opportunities to share their knowledge and experiences,
and promoting a sense of ownership.

In addition to her leadership skills, Renee is known for her professional
work ethic and positive outlook. She sets an example for her team by
showing up every day with a can-do attitude and a willingness to
tackle any challenge that comes her way. Her commitment to the
safety and well-being of those around her is evident in everything she
does, and her colleagues appreciate her positive impact on the work
environment.

Renee's approach to leadership is grounded in a deep understanding
of the importance of collaboration, communication, and continuous
improvement. She recognizes that no person knows everything and is
always open to learning from others. As a result, she is highly
respected by her team and has become a role model for others in the
organization.

At the embedded links below are videos of Renee a safety meeting
while engaging her crew members on the work fronts and field
inspections using the latest technology and safety messages. These
videos are just some examples of Renee's exceptional leadership skills.

Example of Renee Leading a Safety Meeting: https://vimeo.com/819885555/c4ab9a5b66?share=copy

Example of Renee Leading a Site Inspection: https://vimeo.com/819888984/c09bd146d9?share=copy

https://vimeo.com/819885555/c4ab9a5b66?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/819888984/c09bd146d9?share=copy
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A message from the Superintendent; Leadership Recognition:
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Ingenuity and Innovation

Renee understands that every project is unique and requires a tailored approach to ensure the team works
efficiently and safely. With her innovative mindset and determination to find the best solutions, she has developed a
set of strategies that can be customized to meet the needs of any project, which center on communication, planning,
and risk assessment. By utilizing these strategies, Renee has been able to ensure that her team is always prepared for
any job, no matter how complex it may be.

With her focus on ingenuity and innovation, she has developed a set of pre-work optimization strategies that are
unique and effective. Her methods have been proven to streamline the pre-work process and enhance
communication, resulting in better collaboration among team members.

Renee has demonstrated her ingenuity and innovation through various methods, including the utilization of the
latest technology: the Intrinsically Safe (I.S.) Phone for conducting field inspections. She has been a trailblazer in
transforming the industry's inspection process by implementing real-time action items and uploading pictures
instead of relying solely on handwritten notes. In the previous section on Collaboration and Teamwork, you can find
an example of a TEAMS chat where Renee used the device to provide the client with updates in real-time while in the
field.
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Renee's adaptability, ingenuity, and innovation were once again showcased during the Fall Turnaround event when
she implemented blanket safe work permits for EHT. After leading a risk review with the client, it was made possible
for the first time at Suncor for the crews to begin working after checking in with operations, instead of having to
obtain specific permits for each job. This new approach resulted in a significant increase in productivity, enabling the
client to prioritize other items while work was still being conducted safely.


